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Abstract

This work proposes different ways to balance competitive multiplayer
video games for fair experiences. To that end competitive multiplayer games
are examined with a particular focus on League of Legends, a Multiplayer
online battle arena (MOBA) The concepts of balance and fairness as well as
their perception aspects were looked into in detail. Furthermore balancing
methods for game mechanics and aspects surrounding games are addressed.
To assist with the design of new game mechanics a list of design questions
is proposed that has a focus on game balance. With that list comes a
flowchart that filters out unrelated design questions. Both can be modified
and extended for individual needs. Finally an analytics tool is presented
that finds potential imbalances in competitive multiplayer games after the
game has launched. The implementation specifically focuses on champion
imbalances in League of Legends. While this tool found appropriate results,
it only works as an assisting tool next to expert opinion and community
feedback.
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1 Introduction

In a multitude of traditional sports an unbiased referee oversees the game. In the
case of soccer a referee’s job include acknowledging goals and punishing fouls in
varying degrees but in order to be fair they would have to treat all players the
same. However the referee is just human themselves and thus prone to errors.
Before instant replays were introduced, players just had to deal with refereeing
errors and possibly biased referees. To no surprise such errors can be upsetting
especially if a team loses a game because of a refereeing error. In this case players
may accuse the referee of being unfair.

In the realm of video games this is quite different. Whether players win or lose
is solely decided by a computer that does not commit errors like a human referee
would. Therefore video games are generally more consistent in the distribution
of rewards and punishment to players. But similar to traditional sports, players
might prefer an even playing ground when they compete against other players, be
it locally or online. At the same time, video games developers have more ways to
be creative with game mechanics which is part of the appeal. However chances
are that that creativity creates an uneven playing ground for all competitiors.
In the age of e-sports where tournaments can fill entire arenas and professional
players earn respectable amounts of prize money by competing in these games
[Mangeloja, 2019], this idea of games being fair to all involved players becomes
more important. So now the question becomes what can developers do to de-
sign creative game mechanics while leaving the even playing ground intact that
professional players might prefer.

This is where game balancing comes into play. The aim is to balance game
mechanics to ensure a fair experience in a competitive multiplayer game.
Although it is vital to the success of video games, bugs and glitches will not be
directly covered as only game mechanics are examined. So this work assumes that
all game mechanics work as they should. Furthermore the existence of the core
game mechanics are assumed as well to focus on maintaining balance with new
additional mechanics.

Starting off, this work first covers fundamental aspects. Competitive mul-
tiplayer games and players in general are addressed with a specific focus on the
Multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) game League of Legends which has gained
a lot of significance in regards to e-sports [Donaldson, 2017]. This is followed by
the concepts of fairness, game balance and perception as well as means utilized
to balance games. Following this there are two tools that are meant to assist de-
velopers and designers in creating new game mechanics that uphold balance. At
first design questions are proposed that can be used during the early development
process to review initial drafts of new mechanics in their balance. With it comes
a flowchart that filters out unrelated design questions. Finally an analytic tool is
proposed to find potential imbalances in a game post launch. This implementation
specifically looks for imbalances in League of Legends, more specifically champion
imbalances. For analysis, data is extracted from matches that were played while
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patch 12.8 was live. This way the results can be compared to the consecutive patch.
These two tools assist in maintaining a balanced game and a fair experience but
are used at different points in the development process.

2 Fundamentals

This work aims to provide frameworks that can assist game developers of compet-
itive multiplayer video games to maintain game balance and a fair experience at
different points of their game’s life span from the initial design phase to the release
of new game content way after the game’s initial release. To reach an understand-
ing of this undertaking all the aspects will be addressed. This starts off with the
nature of competitive multiplayer video games and their players while League of
Legends is looked at as a specific example and also the game the proposed analysis
tool in section 4 is built around. After that game balance and fair experiences will
be covered as well as specific balancing methods that are commonly used in game
development.

2.1 Competitive Multiplayer Games and their Players

This work specifically focuses on competitive multiplayer games. In these
games ”players face off against other player-controlled enemies” [Clark et al., 2018].
This can be in a one-on-one setting as for example in fighting games such as Tekken
7. MOBAs such as League of Legends on the other hand portray team-based com-
petitive games in which players work together in teams in order to defeat another
team of players. In contrast to competitive games, cooperative games has ”play-
ers cooperate to defeat non-player controlled (NPC) enemies” [Clark et al., 2018].
In the platformer Cuphead for instance two players can cooperate with each other
to beat the levels full of computer-controlled enemies.

When discussing multiplayer games in which players compete against each
other, there are several factors that come into play. Aspects that contribute to
the game experience can be the type of game or the setting around playing the
game. But the players themselves can come in with different expectations and
past experiences with games which further contributes to the game experience at
large for all players involved. So in the following several of these aspects of games
and players as well as possible interactions between them are presented.

There are different ways to classify games. [Caillois and Halperin, 1955] for
that matter presents two classifications. The first focuses on chance. Games
solely focusing on chance do not require any skills from players in order to win. The
design dictates that every player has the same probability of success. As a result
players do not have to practice or learn much outside of the general rules and win
conditions. Skills, knowledge and experience do not matter here as the outcome
is random. Notorious examples would include gambling games such as Roulette
where players simply guess possible outcomes. [Caillois and Halperin, 1955]
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Another classification revolves around competition. Here the winner is the
”best in a precise category of feats” [Caillois and Halperin, 1955]. In order to
determine this, games are designed around consistency. The focus lies solely on
the necessary skills to win the game. Should beginners face more experienced and
skilled players, the latter will come out victorious the majority of the time. The
rules and given resources are precisely the same for all involved players, no one
gets an advantage. The only aspect that matters is the performance during the
game. As much as beginners may be faced with hardships early on, wins have a
sense of legitimacy to them as these came purely from the players’ own work and
talent. Traditional examples include team-based sports such as football and races
of all kinds. [Caillois and Halperin, 1955]

Figure 1: Mario Kart 8 is a racing game in which players attempt to finish the race in 1st place.
Across the tracks item boxes are spread out. Collecting these gives players a random item that
they can use to gain an advantage.
Source: ”LongplayArchive”. (2019). URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byjxUYfdXrY
last accessed on June 12th 2022

It is important to note here that the majority of games commonly played
combine both these concepts. So games can feature varying amounts of luck and
skill. Mario Kart 8 serves as a video game example. At the core of this game
is a racing game that rewards the players with better maneuvering skills. But at
the same item boxes are spread out across the race track (see figure 1) which can
be picked up and give players random items. These items can potentially boost
players’ own speed or slow down other players.

On the topic of skill required in video games, this can take different forms.
[Rambusch et al., 2007] in regards to Counter-strike Source coined two terms. One
of the two terms is ”the actual (physical and motorical) activity of playing the
game” [Rambusch et al., 2007] which in this work is going to by referred to as
mechanical execution. For example fighting games require fast reactions to
land hits when the opponent’s defense is exposed. And in shooters players need a
steady aim to land shots while trying to not be hit themselves which is illustrated
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in figure 2. The other term refers to players’ ”understanding of the game in terms
of how the game is to be played, their role in the game and the culture around
the game” [Rambusch et al., 2007] which in this work is going to be referred to
as knowledge. Different interactions of different mechanics can lead to different
outcomes. Knowledge helps players to plan ahead and gain an advantage before
actually doing anything. In MOBAs being aware of abilities of opposing characters

Figure 2: In Counter-Strike Source sniper rifles boast a great range and deal significant damage.
But the shots have to be placed precisely in order not to miss.
Source: Giga. 2016. URL: https://www.giga.de/spiele/counter-strike/tipps/counter-s
trike-besser-zielen-schiessen-und-treffen/ last accessed on June 12th 2022

is important to come out on top in confrontations with the enemy team. Generally
an execution heavy game will always require a certain amount of knowledge. De-
pending on the speed of the game players will thus have to think quickly to make
a move. On the other end a game solely relying on knowledge gives players more
time to think through possibilities. To realize that, sequences are broken up in
turns and do not happen simultaneously. Examples here include traditional board
games such as chess, checkers and Go.

Moving away from games themselves and more to the act of playing, the setting
surrounding playing games involving multiple people can affect players as well.
These settings affect players’ mindsets and can come into play to decide the amount
of enjoyment players experience during matches. The setting can either be casual
or competitive.

In a casual setting the most enjoyable aspect of playing games is the act of
playing itself. Although winning is considered fun, it is not the main focus. It is
entertainment first and foremost [Iida, 2007]. Extended to games where players
play against each other the enjoyment here comes from playing with other people
regardless of who wins in the end. An increased emphasis is on playing together
than playing against each other despite the naturally competitive nature of a game.
A casual player is usually seen ”as someone who simply plays for fun with a laid
back attitude when it suits them” [Kuittinen et al., 2007]. Examples include party
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Figure 3: Party games such as Mario Party Superstars feature simple rules and a multitude of
surprise moments to emphasize to enjoyment of playing together.
Source: ”ProsafiaGaming”. (2021). URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mk4R241AZxk/
last accessed on June 12th 2022

games such as Mario Party Superstars where the results of games almost do not
matter while the pure joy of playing against and with each other comes first and
foremost (see figure 3). The rules of the game are simple, the minigames that
bring everyone come in short bursts and are quickly explained while die rolls add
unexpected outcomes.

On the other side of the spectrum there is the competitive setting. Compet-
itive can not only refer to the type of game but also to the setting surrounding
the game. In this setting players have a drive to win and improve as they spend a
lot of time in their game [EsportsCentralZA, 2018]. The dedication to be among
the best has lead to the rise and success of e-sports in which players make their
living off of competing in their game [Rambusch et al., 2007].

These settings are not absolute. An individual player can play one game with
a competitive mindset and play another one casually while another player does
the opposite. Any game can be played in a casual or competitive mindset. This
includes games that were designed to appeal to one target group specifically. As
a result developers should keep both settings in mind during development.

Super Smash Bros. Melee was developed and intended to be a casual plat-
form fighting game in which players attack each other to knock each other off
the platforms. Because of this, the game features randomly spawning items that
can easily turn the tides of a match and stages with exploitable mechanics. But
in order to guarantee a more even playing field and emphasize skill for tourna-
ments the competitive community enforced strict rules such as banning item us-
age [Elmezeny and Wimmer, 2015]. Regular tournaments are held for this game
as illustrated in figure 4.

Multiplayer games can be played by anyone and as such it should be expected
that players of both types can be playing together in a game. This can create
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Figure 4: Despite Super Smash Bros. Melee being designed to be a casual experience players
turned the game into a competitive fighting game. So tournaments such as the Apex 2014
tournament shown in this figure are held regularly.
Source: ”Team Spooky”. (2014). URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHhVPpSUh_E last
accessed June 12th

conflicts as competitive players may complain about casual players being ”not
trying hard enough” while casual players complain about competitive players being
too serious. One such scenario could be a MOBA in which a casual player decides
to attempt something they have not tried or practiced before and therefore are
not good at. This might be enjoyable for them but this leads to a clash with a
competitive player. A competitive player on the same team will be disgruntled by
this because they mainly focus on winning. On the opposing side a competitive
player will take advantage of this and win against the casual player possibly by
a mile without giving the casual player a chance. This in turn may frustrate the
casual player as they could not fully explore their new idea.

In a multiplayer game players of varying skill levels can play with and against
each other. This makes it harder to maintain fairness across the board as players
are effected differently by different game mechanics. Acknowledging such differ-
ences is important in order to create enjoyable game experiences for all players
involved. Beginners just started out and are trying to familiarize themselves with
the game. Intermediates have gained sufficient experience and thus have internal-
ized the fundamentals as well as formed or adapted strategies. Experts are high
level players that mastered the mechanics and demands of the game and have a
quite high understanding of the game. So when players of different skill levels
are pitted against each other, this can lead to conflicts in a competitive setting
where the better player would consistently come out on top. This means that
lesser skilled players find themselves losing way more often which could discourage
them from continuing to play the game while the higher skilled players may end
up bored from the lack of challenge.

Evidently there are a multitude of aspects that interact with each other when
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competitive multiplayer games are examined. Nevertheless the mentioned aspects
are vital when breaking down players game experiences. So developers should keep
these in mind during the development of their game.

2.2 League of Legends

League of Legends is an online PC game of the Multiplayer online battle arena
(MOBA) genre by Riot Games. Due to the game being played online there are
regional servers so players can play with the lowest latency possible. Thus the
game is controlled with keyboard and mouse and from an isometric perspective
over the map. In this game two teams of five players attempt to destroy the
opposing base, called Nexus. Players take control of a champion of their choice
and take on different roles for their team. Each champion has five abilities at
their disposal -one passive, three basic and one ultimate- that help them in their
role and win a match. Using the mouse players click on terrain to prompt their
champion to move to that location or attack an opponent. Keyboard inputs can
be used for abilities which are by default bound to Q,W,E and R.

At the start of each match all players spawn in the fountain right next to
their own Nexus to which players can return to heal. The Nexus further spawns
AI-controlled units called minions that charge towards the opposing Nexus and
attack all opposing forces and structures along the way. More specifically a group
of minions is deployed for each of the three lanes in fixed time intervals. All players
start with their champion at level 1 and one unlocked ability of their choice while
the other three abilities remain locked. Additionally players choose two champion-
independent summoner spells that can aid them.

Figure 5: This illustration shows gameplay of League of Legends along with the user interface
which includes the minimap in the bottom right and the abilities in the bottom center.
Source: ”TC Zwag”. (2022). URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88S6CciG4ao last
accessed June 12th

In the upper right corner there are the player’s own score line consisting of
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kills, deaths and assists, the number of structures that each team has destroyed
in that match and the play time. In the bottom right a minimap is located to
help players navigate through the map along with the current status of the other
team members in regards to health and potentially mana. In the bottom center
the player’s own abilities are shown. An illustration of these elements is presented
in figure 5.

Eliminating opposing minions, champions and structures rewards players with
experience and gold. Having gained enough experience leads to an increase in
levels, a level up. This raises a champions combat statistics and players can unlock
or strengthens an ability. Depending on the champion abilities can cost resources
such as mana which depletes with every ability use. If that resource runs out,
players either have to wait for it regenerate back or teleport back to the base to
heal up. Gold is used to purchase items in the shop next to the Nexus. These items
also can raise champions’ combat statistics and occasionally come with additional
unique effects. As a result ability orders need to be well thought out and item
purchases and summoner spells have to mix well the champion.

Across the map in between the lanes there is the jungle. This is where neutral
monsters are located that can be eliminated for experience and gold. Some of
them also reward players with additional positive effects making them contested
objectives for both teams. Most notable are Baron Nashor and the dragon which
can often heavily impact the course of a match.

The five roles of a team are assigned to the different lanes on the map and are
as follows: Top Lane, Jungle, Mid Lane, Bot Lane and Support. Top laners and
mid laners fight by themselves in the lane and are thus somewhat self-sufficient by
design. Bot laners are often the ones that deal the most damage and require a lot
of experience and gold to get going. They also suffer from weak defenses especially
early on. This is why a Support is required that takes way less resources and
protects the bot laner early on. The jungler gets all their resources from neutral
jungle monsters and flexibly moves in between lanes to support the other team
members and put pressure on opponents to get their team ahead.

In order to win the opposing Nexus has to be destroyed. However before that
can be possible all structures in at least one lane have to destroyed beforehand.
With three different lanes to pay attention to, players have to manage attacks
and defenses of their lanes and structures. Defeated champions cannot participate
in the game until they respawn after a set amount of time. So confrontations
between teams are often unavoidable when it comes to putting pressure on enemy
structures. At the same time contested neutral monsters cannot be ignored either
as they can turn the tides of a match. The game requires individual skill and
teamwork capabilities from players in order to win.

Game features multiple modes. The here described game proceedings are
played in normal and ranked modes. In ranked games players climb the ranks
that also roughly reflects their own skill at the game. In each rank players gain
points for wins and lose points for losses. Amassing enough points players can
climb up to the next rank. A matchmaking system ensures that all players are
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roughly in the same rank. In normal games these ranks and their points are
irrelevant and ignored.

League of Legends originally launched in 2009 and has seen continuous changes
and additions throughout its lifetime. New champions, mechanics and elements
are gradually added and changed. Frequently released balance patches further
shift the effectiveness of champions and mechanics of the game.

In time League of Legends has risen to a professional e-sport [Donaldson, 2017].
Here professional players make a living competing against each other in the game.
As a result fair competition becomes increasingly crucial with stakes gradually
becoming higher.

2.3 Game Balance for Fair Experiences

Fairness and balance are both integral when competitive games are concerned. In
the following these two terms are inspected more closely especially regarding their
relationship to each other. Additionally the role of game experiences on players is
highlighted along with its dependency on perceived fairness and game balancing.

2.3.1 Fairness in Multiplayer Games

Fairness is a widely discussed topic whenever the distribution of goods, treatment
of people and/or groups of people is concerned. While it may be simple to point
out an unfair situation, e.g. one person receives less rewards than someone else for
the same work, a clear definition of fairness is not as clear cut. [Saxena et al., 2019]
describes fairness as ”absence of any bias based on a person’s characteristics (in-
herent, acquired) that are irrelevant in the particular context of decision-making”.

This particular context can come in different forms. [Cook and Hegtvedt, 1983]
formed distribution rules that hold up the concept of fairness. The selection of
such a rule heavily depends on the goal of interaction as well as all parties in-
volved. One such rule revolves around equality, also referred to as ”objective”
equality. Here every recipient receives equal amounts of reward. This is supposed
to preserve harmony in the group and promote solidarity. However if there are
considerable differences in performances among actors, they may prefer another
rule. To that end the equity rule, also referred to as ”relative” equality, focuses
on the ratio between inputs and outcome. Rewards are meant to be distributed
proportionally to contributions of individuals involved. The equity rule is often
used when the goal is to improve and keep productivity. There are situations in
which over-rewarding lesser contributors is advisable. Stimulating lesser contribu-
tors’ performance may be seen as necessary or dissatisfaction has to be prevented.
This leads to the rule of need, alternatively classified as ”subjective” equality,
strives for equal outcomes while taking individual needs into account that are ad-
ditionally compensated for. Should the need of every individual be integral to
the group’s success, the needs rule is typically applied. Rule preference generally
depends on a plethora of factors such as structural position, information available
or types of relationships between individuals. Importantly an actor’s preference is
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often dictated by their subjective perception of fairness. It is important to point
out that perception of fairness does not correspond with satisfaction. This is be-
cause perceived satisfaction can be observed to be highest in states of unfairness.
A difference in fairness perceptions can lead to group struggling to resolve unfair
distributions. In order to arrive at a fair distribution various rules can be applied
sequentially or in combination. [Cook and Hegtvedt, 1983]

These distribution rules all correspond to the same concept of fairness but seem
to focus on different aspects. Equity and equality both influence the process.
The reward itself is not the focal point here but everything leading up to it. On
the other hand need seems to rather influence the outcome. In order to take
individual needs into account outcomes are purposefully changed.

This does not equate to an application at the same time as the rules may
contradict each other directly. Let us assume the scenario of individuals that
are in greater need and contribute less. The needs rule would dictate a higher
outcome because of the greater need. However this would violate the equity rule
as the outcome is now disproportional to the low input of the individuals. Should
the individuals’ rewards be relative to their contributions, their greater need is not
satisfied which thus leads to a violation of the needs rule.

In the case of inequity, the under-rewarded party might experience distress
more than the over-rewarded one [Cook and Hegtvedt, 1983]. The model of in-
equity aversion states that an inequity averse individual will dislike an outcome
that is perceived as inequitable which begs the question how different outcomes
are perceived in the first place [Fehr and Schmidt, 1999]. Restoring equity from
here on could go two general ways which are either to address the actual inequity
or fix the perception of inequity [Cook and Hegtvedt, 1983].

In the case of competitive games there have been multiple approaches of defin-
ing what constitutes a fair game assuming that the players abide by the rules of
the game, i.e. they do not cheat. [Boschi et al., 2018] states that a game is con-
sidered fair if a match between two perfect players ends in a draw. Assuming that
a game always ends with a winner and a loser, [Iida, 2007] goes a step further and
identifies roughly equal winning ratios as the indicator for a fair game.

Objectively speaking these concepts would be easily achievable. All players
can be given the same options to enforce equal conditions for all players and thus
a fair game is ensured. These games would maintain the concepts of equality as
well as equity since wins here depend purely on how well players perform. In
this case a game is symmetric. Symmetric games offer an even playing field and
put players in direct competition to determine the winner who excels in skill and
strategy. [Schell, 2019]

A plethora of games are based on this very core principle with traditional
board games and sports being famous examples. Chess has both players play with
the exact same pieces with the exact same starting positions every single game on
opposite sides of the board as it can be seen in figure 6. Go starts off as symmetric
as possible with an empty board.

However more often than not games tend to be asymmetrical with different
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Figure 6: This figure shows the initial situation of a chess match. Both players have access to
the same pieces at the same spots.
Source: Wikipedia. URL: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chessboard last accessed June
12th

players having different options. This asymmetry is very prevalent especially in
video games including highly competitive ones. Players can choose between differ-
ent abilities and resources to their own liking. These decisions either have to be
made before a match or during a match, such as choosing the character to play as
or the equipped gear on the playable character. With this there may be mechanics
that are exclusive to players. [Schell, 2019]

Fighting games traditionally feature wide arrays of characters to choose from
that all play differently from each other. Shooter games let players battle with
weapons they chose. These weapons not only differ in visuals and sound but also
fulfill different roles. A sniper rifle excels at longer ranges but requires precise
aiming while a shotgun needs to be up close but compensates for that by shooting
bullets in a large cone.

In League of Legends each player chooses their own champion to play as who
has their own unique set of abilities and strengths and weakness. Furthermore
during a match players can spend their gold that they earned, e.g. from eliminating
enemies by purchasing items that improve their character statistics or give the
player additional abilities.

While this is more challenging to develop, [Schell, 2019] pointed out reasons to
opt for the design of an asymmetrical game. In general players enjoy exploration
in video games. With more options there is also more possibilities and scenarios
for players to explore. Should they struggle with a particular scenario, they can
find solutions in trying out different mechanics, be it a different build or a char-
acter switch. Furthermore there are more ways to express oneself which leads to
a more personalized gameplay experience. Every player can play and enjoy the
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game in their own way. Asymmetrical games also lend themselves better to creat-
ing more diverse situations. With play-styles and strategies than can sometimes
be fundamentally different to the point that it is not clearly apparent who has
an advantage. These thought provoking clashes can additionally spark players’
curiosity. Developers would have to make sure that all options and mechanics are
balanced to maintain even winning chances. [Schell, 2019]

Figure 7: This image shows the mostly symmetric map of the MOBA League of Legends where
the blue team starts in the lower left corner and the red team starts in the upper right corner.
Source: Tinker’s Caravan. (2020). https://www.tinkerscaravan.com/2020/09/28/league-o

f-legends-beginners-guide-2020/ last accessed June 12th 2022

It is important to note that symmetry and asymmetry are not mutually exclu-
sive aspects in games. In the case of symmetric games there can be minor issues
which would prevent these games from being fully symmetric [Schell, 2019]. For
instance in chess determining who plays with the white pieces and thus goes first
can have a significant impact on who wins. In soccer only one team gets to do the
kick-off which gives them the advantage of instant ball possession. On the other
hand certain foundations and aspects of asymmetric games are still symmetric.
This can take the form of win conditions, general game rules and universal me-
chanics that every players has access to. This has to be the case in order for the
game to offer a fair foundation.

Matches in MOBAs are held on mostly symmetric maps with both teams start-
ing out at different ends of the map. These maps are mirrored at a diagonal such
that the terrain players move on and the objectives that can be reached are mostly
the same which can be seen in figure 7. Exceptions include unique objectives such
as League of Legends’ Baron Nashor in which one team has better access to it
than the other. Fighting games usually have two players with potentially different
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characters positioned at a fixed pre-determined distance from one another at the
start of every round so no character has an advantage due to their moveset. At the
beginning of matches in shooters players spawn at fixed locations far away from
enemies so they cannot get into confrontations yet.

Fairness is often tied to the challenge players experience during gameplay
[Becker and Görlich, 2020]. How players perceive that challenge depends on their
own skills. This ties into the concept of Flow which is a state in which a person’s

Figure 8: This figure illustrates the concept of flow. In order for players to be the most invested
into the game they should be within in the middle channel where their skill and the presented
challenge line up.
Source: [Schell, 2019]

own skill and the challenge offered line up [Csikszentmihalyi and Nakamura, 2014].
This relationship can be observed in figure 8. Should the challenge be too much for
players to handle, they might feel frustrated. In the opposite case of the person’s
skill being way too high for the presented challenge, this might lead to boredom.
So challenge and success have to be in balance. The issue however is that every
player perceives presented challenges by games differently. [Schell, 2019]

An unfair situation may confront players with a challenge they cannot deal
with. The connections to the concept of Flow paired with inequity aversion sug-
gests a level of subjectivity in regards to fairness.

2.3.2 Game Balance

[Ramadan and Widyani, 2013] coined game balance as one of the important quali-
ties a game should hold up. At its core the act of game balancing refers to tuning
a game’s parameters such as rules, levels or numbers [Becker and Görlich, 2020].
Of course this is a multi-faceted issue as there are multiple elements that make up
a mechanic. To balance the effectiveness of a gun in a shooter for example, these
elements could be damage, range or reload speed.
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As to what game balance exactly is, [Becker and Görlich, 2020] pointed out
the following characteristics which emphasize ”meaningful decision options, player
skill and the prevention of dominant strategies”. Meaningful decisions refer
to players having to choose between which gameplay option the want to use
in which situation. This ties directly into dominant strategies which are so
clearly superior to alternatives that ”render the player’s decisions meaningless”
[Becker and Görlich, 2020]. The emphasis on player skill is connected to a com-
petitive setting where success and improvement of skills are key factors. In casual
settings where winning does not matter as much, these characteristics would be
more relaxed but still important as for example meaningless decisions would be
frustrating regardless of settings.

To enforce these characteristics there are a multitude of concepts that help
preventing options from becoming too powerful. Starting with the concept of
trade-offs, it states that advantages of an option have to come with disadvantages
which have to be equally large [Becker and Görlich, 2020]. An imbalanced option
would thus have more and bigger advantages than disadvantages.

A sniper rifle in first person shooters for example would have a large range
and can deal a good amount of damage should a shot land. But to balance its use,
players would need precise aim to make the shots land and the longer reload time
means that every shot has to be well lined up.

The existence of a weakness does not matter when there is no way to take
advantage of it. Every mechanic should have a direct counter, be it another me-
chanic or a certain play style. This prevents mechanics from becoming almighty
as players would not be able to play around it. Maintaining this concept through-
out all mechanics and options maintains circular balance where there is always an
answer for everything. [Becker and Görlich, 2020]

Strong options often would then have few counters against them or they
counter multiple other options simultaneously. The simplest but also most fa-
mous example is Rock, Paper, Scissors where Rock beats Scissors, Scissors beats
Paper and Paper beats Rock consistently [Schell, 2019].

The use of every mechanic is associated with rewards and risks depending
on if the use was successful or not. In a balanced state high risk mechanics net
high reward while low risk mechanics would net low rewards. [Schell, 2019] called
this relationship as triangularity. In this triangle the ”player is one point of the
triangle, the low-risk choice is the second point, and the high-risk choice is the
third” [Schell, 2019]. A strong options here would have low risks but net high
rewards.

Also important is the inherent difficulty of using a mechanic or a set of mechan-
ics, for example in the form of a character. A mechanic that easy to use should not
be rewarded more than a mechanic that is harder to use [Becker and Görlich, 2020].
Difficulty of using a mechanic here is related to the skill floor. A skill floor refers
to the minimum level of skill that is required for a player to be able to use that
mechanic or character to achieve satisfactory results. A skill ceiling on the other
hand deals with optimization and the question how far a player can go to maximize
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(a) Morgana’s Dark Binding (b) Lux’s Light Binding

Figure 9: Both abilities are strictly speaking unique in their own right. But the fulfill the same
purpose, i.e. they have the same function.
Source (a): League of Legends. URL: https://www.leagueoflegends.com/en-pl/champion
s/morgana/ last accessed on June 12th 2022
Source (b): League of Legends. URL: https://www.leagueoflegends.com/en-pl/champion
s/lux/ last accessed on June 12th 2022

rewards. The champion Lee Sin from League of Legends for example has a multi-
ple movement abilities that allows him to jump around the map. Since movement
can be used offensively and defensively, this opens up a multitude of possibilities
for him to be useful for his team depending on how the player is willing to push
the limits.

Independently from power levels the uniqueness of mechanics in asymmetrical
games also comes into play in the discussion of character strength. Even if all
mechanics are unique, some mechanics may serve the same purpose, i.e. they have
the same function. In League of Legends Morgana’s Dark Binding and Lux ’s Light
Binding abilities both serve as ways to lock down opponents for a set amount of
time which are both illustrated in figure 9. Yet both abilities are strictly speaking
unique as for example Light Binding can hit up to two targets while Dark Binding
can only hit one. The danger here arises when a mechanic is not only unique down
to the detail but also has a unique function. If that unique function proves itself
to be highly useful, players might see themselves forced to use it in order to gain
a competitive edge. This can be especially detrimental to an asymmetric game.

Games on a high level can often be symmetric as all involved parties solely
use the options that have the highest chance to win. In the worst case scenario
an asymmetric game is reduced to a symmetric game since other options may be
considered too weak and not worth picking up.

The tournament of EVO Japan 2020 for Tekken 7 illustrates this point. De-
spite the game offering a roster of 47 different characters at the time 6 players in
the top 8 decided to exclusively play one character, Leroy Smith. This resulted in
multiple matches in which the same character was seen in both the player 1 and 2
side as it can be seen in figure 10. [Hills, 2020]

Apart from actual skills within a game there is a second type of expertise play-
ers can acquire which is the metagame or for short meta which [Donaldson, 2017]
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Figure 10: This illustration shows a match of Tekken 7 between two players in the top eight of
the tournament EVO Japan 2020. The shown character Leroy was played by six of the top eight
players due to his uncontested status as the best character in the game. This lead to several
match-ups like this with both players playing the same character.
Source: ”evo2kvids”. (2020). URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2n2eIu0wFf4 last
accessed on June 12th 2022

describes as ”the awareness of and ability to negotiate the game around the game”.
This includes formulating effective strategies and combinations of options such as
abilities or items. In a lot of competitive games being familiar with the current
state of the metagame can be seen as needed in order to not be at a disadvantage
as players strive to maximize their chances of winning. In League of Legends the
metagame involves the most popular champion picks and strategies. Picking off-
meta champions that are not part of the metagame can be looked down upon by
players as they are deemed inferior to the meta picks. [Donaldson, 2017]

Even within the meta there can be differences in power between different op-
tions. These options can be ranked in tier lists with options of similar strength
being put into the same tier. Generally high tiers consist of strong options
whereas low tiers consist of weaker options. Tier names can be arbitrary which is
apparent in figure 11 shows an example. Since tier lists are made within commu-
nities of games, the amount of research in that topic is rather lacking. Taking into
account the context around tier lists is further vital to fully understanding them.
The concept of tier lists can only work a completely even playing field. This means
all involved players have to be on the same level in regards to skill. Only then can
different options be directly compared. Of course depending on that level of skill
the tier list will look different as well. While the formulation of tier lists is rather
player dependent, the act of ranking options into tiers can be useful to get a rough
perspective of a competitive game’s metagame.

Since the existence of different tiers of characters and mechanics is unavoidable,
the goal is not so much to balance the game as much as possible, it is more
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Figure 11: Illustrated is a tier list for Street Fighter 5 by professional Street Fighter 5 player
”Punk”. The tiers range from the highest tier in S down to ”Pointless” which would be the
lowest tier.
Source: Eventhubs. (2022). URL: https://www.eventhubs.com/news/2022/feb/11/punk-l
atest-sf5-tier-list/ last accessed on June 12th 2022

about lowering the distance between the tiers. This means that the differences
in strengths of characters and mechanics should be kept as low as possible. This
way all options appear viable and worth picking up as choices remain meaningful.
Consequently the aspects that make asymmetrical games appealing can remain as
players have the possibility to enjoy the range of different characters and abilities.

2.3.3 Player Perception and Experience

While fairness is certainly an important aspect developers should strive for to up-
hold, it is merely one aspect to consider. First and foremost in video games ”there
needs to be something that allows the players to enjoy themselves”[Rosewater, 2011].
Balancing a game to maintain a fair playing field by itself might be pointless if
the game is not intrinsically enjoyable to play. This aspect comes further into play
considering that spectacle plays a critical role in video games.

As previously stated a strictly fair game constantly results in draws. This
though is not seen as enjoyable [Iida, 2007]. As an example [Killian, 2003] formu-
lated the thought experiment of the win button which lets a player win a match
instantly simply by pressing a button first. Going with the prior mentioned defi-
nitions this mechanic is entirely fair. It maintains symmetry and thus equality as
all players have equal access to this mechanic and get the same reward for using
it. Furthermore it is equitable as the person with faster reactions will consistently
emerge victorious. Yet this mechanic is far away from an engaging gameplay expe-
rience one would expect. It further illustrates the point that ”fairness alone does
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not make a game balanced” [Becker and Görlich, 2020]. This is because in this
example pressing the win button is a meaningless decisions as it is the best option.

Regarding balance Jeff Kaplan stated: ”The perception of balance is more
powerful than balance itself” [Rossi, 2017]. This suggests that a certain degree
of subjectivity is prevalent when discussing game balance. Often players view a
situation as unfair because they do not know the solution to that problem even if
it is a simple one. This is where skill differences come into play and explain why
players of different skill levels may perceive balance differently. In fighting games
there move sequences that cannot be interrupted no matter what move the player
retaliates with. In this case players are forced to patiently block the sequence
which in itself is not difficult as blocking is often done by holding one button. But
beginners that just started out might not know the sequence, will get hit and feel
treated unfairly because no move the use works.

This perception is vital in competitive multiplayer games as players are affected
by the effects of a game’s mechanics on opposing sides. For every player that
is at a disadvantage at least one other player benefits from a seemingly unfair
situation. Street Fighter 5 features a stun mechanic. For every attack that lands
on a character, not only does the health deplete but the stun gauge fills up as
well. Once the stun bar is full, the character is locked in a dizzy animation for
a short amount of time which allows the opponent to attack for free again. This
might feel unfair for the player on the receiving end to get hit twice in a row but
on the other side the other player may enjoy themselves. Furthermore the stun
mechanic applies to both players so this scenario could have gone other way as
well. Removing the occurrences of situations like this entirely may be ill-advised
as an amount of enjoyment would be removed as well. This seems to imply how
important the enjoyment of the game is in combination with game balance and
fairness and enjoyment is rather subjective.

Figure 12: This illustration shows Marvel vs Capcom 2 which was popular among players despite
its heavily imbalanced mechanics.
Source: [Kotuby, 2020]
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Even then there were games that players enjoyed despite their blatant imbal-
ances. Marvel vs Capcom 2 for instance is a fighting game (see figure 12) that
features infinite combos meaning that a character can lose their entire health bar
from getting hit once because all subsequent attacks are guaranteed. This is glar-
ingly unfair for the player on the receiving end as they can get heavily punished
for a tiny mistake. Yet infinite combos are considered an integral part of the
game by the community with the game having had a healthy competitive scene.
[Kotuby, 2020]

There are different reasons as to when the effects of a game mechanic go from
tough challenge to unfair situation that would be regarded as an unreasonable
demand. One such origin comes from the feeling of accountability. When players
fail, they want to feel responsible for their failure [Juul, 2008]. This follows the
principle of the better player consistently coming out on top against a lesser player.
A mechanic whose outcome is outside of a player’s control would thus be seen as
unfair and have negative connotations for the game. Failure here would stem
from the game itself or bad luck [Juul, 2008]. And even losing to luck can be
acceptable for players ”as long as it still feels like the result of their actions”
[Becker and Görlich, 2020].

Ultimately the task for game developers is to create enjoyable experiences in
which players get the feeling like they have a fighting chance at winning regardless
of the actual state of the game. The effect of losing has to be addressed as well
especially because in a competitive multiplayer game someone will lose. This is
where game balance comes in to provide viable mechanics

2.4 Balancing Methods

Video game developers have made an effort in designing multiplayer games to be as
fair as possible. Thus a great effort is put into the design of game mechanics to be as
balanced as possible. Online multiplayer games also feature matchmaking systems
outside of actual played matches. Post-launch developers tend to gradually add
new content and balance the game in the form of balance patches. In the following
these means are covered that are meant to provide a fair and enjoyable experience
for all players.

2.4.1 Design of Game Mechanics

When designing new game mechanics, there are a plethora of ways to create a
fair experience for all players involved. One would be to ensure that this mechanic
does not disturb the balance of the game. As mentioned in section 2.3.2, the power
budget can be adjusted to be roughly on the same level as to existing mechanics
and it should fit well into the game in regards to counters. There further should be
deliberation as to whether this new mechanic should be universal or optional, e.g.
specific to a character. A new universal mechanic is fairer for everyone involved
but a character-specific one can make a character more unique and add more
complexity to player choices.
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Card games for example have to tackle an additional issue. With players taking
turns for their moves, the order of sequences becomes an important aspect. Since
the player to take the first turn can have an additional advantage, games often have
to compensate the other - at this point - disadvantaged player. Hearthstone for
example hands the second player an additional coin card that when used allows for
more options. Regardless of gameplay happening in turns or in real-time, games
can feature sequences taking place before the start of a match. These sequences
can involve character selection, gear selection or even remove options during a
game.

Figure 13: The illustration shows the ban phase that takes place before a match of League of
Legends. Every player gets to ban a champion that no one can pick.
Source: Nerd Reactor. (2017). URL: https://nerdreactor.com/2017/05/23/10-champion-b
ans-league-of-legends/ last accessed on June 12th 2022

For instance, before ranked matches in League of Legends take place, there
is a draft phase. First players get the opportunity to ban a champion of their
choice so no player can play that champion (illustrated in figure 13). Right after
every player drafts their champion in turns alternating between the two teams.
The drafting order is designed in a way that one team universally gets the first
pick while the other team gets the last draft. This is fair as the former team can
instantly obtain a contested pick while the latter team has the chance to match
their last pick to ensure a favorable match-up.

In order to create an engaging game experience matches’ outcomes should not
be clear until a match approaches the end which would make games more exciting
the play [Iida, 2007]. For that purpose one design choice adds luck to mechanics in
the form of random number generators (RNG). [Ga lka and Strzelecki, 2021]
mentioned the example of shotguns in First-Person Shooters where the accuracy
of a shot can be designed to be random due to the spread of the pellets in the
gun. Even though computer generated numbers are never purely random, players
might perceive them as random [Ga lka and Strzelecki, 2021]. In order to balance
these mechanics the expected values of each random mechanic in the game would
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be determined and then evened out across the board [Schell, 2019]. While these
probabilities may seem balanced objectively and thus can be seen as fair, players
may perceive this differently. Some players might be reluctant to the idea of
randomness in games ”because they feel that it invalidates any achievements they
have made” [Ga lka and Strzelecki, 2021]. But as pointed out in section 2.1, skill
and luck are not mutually exclusive. So a degree of randomness is still acceptable
to players so long their possible decisions do not lose their meaning.

During the course of a game one player will have gained an advantage, thus
be closer to victory while the other player will be behind. To make games more
enjoyable, feature to catch back up should always exist [Rosewater, 2011]. Unless it
is a definite checkmate scenario players can theoretically always make a comeback
by use of their own skill and general game mechanics. To further support this
notion, a multitude of games feature comeback mechanics to help players come
back from a major deficit and potentially create upsets. Apart from the ability
to catch up these mechanics are additionally characterized by their ease of use.
Different games have implemented their version of such mechanics which vary in
effectiveness.

In Tekken 7 should a character’s current health go below 30%, the character
is put in the state of rage. In this state players gain a damage increase and access
to special moves that can only be used once per round. Similarly Ultimate Marvel
vs Capcom 3 features X-Factor which increases damage output depending how
far behind the player is (see figure 15). A player who is behind in Mario Kart
8 has an increased chance of getting items from chests that lets them catch up.
These items include the infamous blue shell which hits the player in 1st place and
everyone in its way which is depicted in figure 14.

Figure 14: In Mario Kart 8 players can use blue shells to directly hit and slow down the player
in first place. Here the blue shell is about the hit the player.
Source: ”No More Lines”. (2019). URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cceTxCl2-yg
last accessed on June 12th 2022
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These comeback mechanics follow the concept of need as the game attempts
to help players that are behind and worse off at a certain point. With the ease of
use they further aid players of lower skill who find themselves more often in these
types of situations especially when playing against better players. While winning
with such mechanic from a seemingly dire situation can evoke joy, there possible
drawbacks to consider. Upsets generated by comeback mechanics can be exciting
but if they happen too frequently the game may lose its competitive integrity.
Invested players might see their time practicing wasted, similarly to losing to RNG.
The high frequency of these upsets further lessens the impact of the excitement
as they become more common. Additionally more skilled players simultaneously
benefit from comeback mechanics as well. So the concept of equity largely remains
and more skilled players still win more matches in the grand scheme of things.
Thus players of lower skill who focus on winning, may still feel discouraged after
losing. That being said, that does not have to end in a inequity averse state as
long as there are still meaningful decision that players can make. Players can still
perceive the game as fair.

Figure 15: In Ultimate Marvel vs Capcom 3 players can use X-Factor once to gain a considerable
damage increase and health recovery.
Source: ”Chinny0120”. (2012). URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUv_MtmWJec last
accessed on June 12th 2022

2.4.2 Balancing after Initial Release

Even after the game’s release, developers can still continually add new content to
the game. This can occur in form of (priced) downloadable content (short DLC)
which could include for example new characters with a abilities. An example is
shown in figure 16. These additions can keep the game fresh, exciting and players
invested. However the more that is added, the harder it becomes to balance all
options. Thus balance patches are rolled out applied to maintain a fair experience
for all players.
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Figure 16: In this illustration the fourth season of adding new paid content for Tekken 7 is
presented. This pack includes two new characters and two new stages.
Source: Steam. (2020). https://store.steampowered.com/app/1289450/TEKKEN_7__Seaso

n_Pass_4/ last accessed on June 12th 2022

Changes can take the form of either buffs or nerfs. Buffs strengthen an
option while nerfs do the opposite and weaken an option. Having figured out
what needs to be buffed or nerfed, the question becomes how to exactly perform
that action. In that regard this goes back to the act of game balancing which
was explained in 2.3.2. A general rule is to buff the weaker options and nerf the
stronger ones while ensuring that these changes do not lead to mechanics becoming
obsolete. There is the argument that buffs should generally be prioritized over nerfs
[Becker and Görlich, 2020].

While it might bring more excitement for players to see their favorite options
becoming stronger, the danger consists of power creep which [Magruder, 2022]
describes as “the strengthening of the game and its pieces over time possibly to
the point where new pieces invalidate older ones”. In a way all the options that are
ignored will be passed by the buffed options which could lead to the enforcement
of symmetry at higher levels as described in section 2.3.2. Newly added content
such as paid DLC could have the same effect if it is designed to be high tier. This
is not unlikely since players might note be interested to purchase them otherwise.

Another contagious topic is the frequency of how often balance patches should
be released. For instance over the course of 2021 League of Legends has had
24 balance patches roughly every two weeks [Games, 2021]. In order to discuss
patching frequencies, the purpose of patching should be explored first.

In the patch notes for patch 12.7 the development team made the following
intentions clear:

MSI is right around the corner and is set to be played on patch 12.8!
We’re aiming to shake up the meta a bit to allow for some more diverse
picks in 12.7 and 12.8, but we’re introducing some spicier changes in
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12.7 so that we can make additional adjustments in 12.8 if needed.
[Riot Games, 2022a]

The Mid-season Invitational (MSI) of the 2022 season was a professional League
of Legends tournament that took place from May 10th to May 29th featuring top
teams from across the world (shown in figure 17). Riot Games released Patch 12.7
on April 13th 2022 in preparation of MSI.

Figure 17: This photo shows the Mid-season Invitational (MSI) of the 2022 season for League of
Legends along with players and audiences.
Source: ESTNN. (2022). URL: https://estnn.com/lol-msi-2022-day-four-group-stage
-recap/ last accessed on June 12th 2022

This suggests two things. Allowing more diverse but effective picks in higher
levels of play leads to players experimenting anew with options and figuring out
how they as players can improve in the meta shift. This way balance changes
can add excitement to the game as it prevents the game from becoming stale.
Additionally there are the mentioned ”spicier changes”. While it might seem risky
to expose players to big changes with their potential imbalance issues, it may be
more tolerable in this case with the announced adjustments in patch 12.8. Since
this follow-up patch was set for April 27th, players only had to deal with potential
balance issues of 12.7 for 14 days.

At the same time it is hard to develop consistent play styles and strategies when
a new balance patch could potentially render the invested time and effort obsolete.
Certain players that excel at playing certain strategies, styles or characters may
see shifts in their performance when developers roll out buffs and nerfs addressing
these aspects. In the worst case wins and losses are solely attributed to balance
changes. To remain at the top players would have to dynamically adapt to balance
changes. This adds more time investments while players hone their skills.

Releasing balance patches rarely on the other hand gives the players more time
to develop a more consistent Meta for the game. In a way the game can balance
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itself as players have more time to find counters for strategies that initially are
considered strong. Players can further invest more time and effort into honing
their skills since they know it will pay off. However if there is an option that is
indisputably top-tier without many ways to deal with it, it can break the game
in the worst case. In a high stakes situation such as a competitive tournament
players would opt for this top-tier option. As already presented in section 2.3.2,
Tekken 7 ’s Leroy was picked by six in the top eight of EVO Japan 2020. Had the
developers not interfered with nerfs targeted at Leroy, more following tournaments
may have taken place similarly.

Regardless of how often developers attempt to balance the game out post-
release, true balance might be next to impossible to achieve. As long as options are
distinctly different from another, some option will always be preferable to another.
But as previously discussed a game perceived as fair is generally favored over an
actually fair game. This is why balance patches should primarily be utilized to fix
glaring issues that potentially ruin the overall experience.

2.4.3 Outside of Game Mechanics

Competitive games regard skill and experience to be the most important qualities
a player should have to be victorious. As a result the better player will win
the majority of the time. However should the skill discrepancy between players
be too large, matches will become one-sided. While this can be seen as fair,
specifically equitable and equal, this kind of scenario should be avoided in balanced
games. There are other options outside of changing game mechanics directly.
Meta-balancing is such an act that does not touch the game directly but sets rules
surrounding the game.

Such an example can be seen in competitive online multiplayer games that
have implemented matchmaking systems. Players enter an online queue. They
can either enter by themselves or in the case of team-based games form groups
beforehand and then enter the queue. Either way, players of similar skill levels are
matched together for games. The way a lot of games handle this is with the help
of a ranking system where players gain ranks by winning. Of course the ensuing
compositions only work when the ranking accurately represents a player’s skill and
experience. [Claypool et al., 2015]

Note that these matchmaking systems, assuming they work, do not affect a
game’s balance at all. Matchmaking systems do not change the core mechanics
of the game, so equality, equity and need will remain unaffected. All players are
around the same skill and experience level, thus the chances of winning should
be around even for everyone involved which would lead to a fair playing ground.
However this does not necessarily equal a fair experience. For instance, in League
of Legends after losses players can feel that teams were formed unevenly by the
matchmaking system even though the disparity between the ranks were negligible
[Claypool et al., 2015]. This again illustrates the importance of player perception.
Since the goal is to create engaging and enjoyable gaming experiences, proper
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matchmaking systems are a step of ensuring a fair playing ground in regards to
skill.

Apart from matchmaking a lot of multiplayer games offer different game modes
to players. These can come in different kinds. Some game modes differentiate
themselves by the stakes attached to them although the game that is played in all
of these modes is identical. League of Legends features ranked and normal mode.
In ranked mode players climb ranks by winning matches and gaining points. Of
course on a loss players will lose points and risk being demoted in their rank.
Normal mode on the other hand features no such ranking system. Every win and
loss is contained in itself. There is no additional reward or loss resulting from
games, thus little to no consequences for players. This can create two different
groups. One is more competitive oriented in which players strive to win to gain
points to reach the next rank promotion. The other more casually oriented group
plays the normal mode and plays to win simply for enjoyment.

Some game modes change entire fundamentals of the game which can change
experiences considerably. ARAM (All Random All Mid) in MOBAs for instance
still has two teams attempt to destroy each others base but on a map that only
consists of one lane. Each players is assigned a completely random champion that
they have to play. Here all 10 players are cramped in lane and as a result all-out
confrontations occur all the time which is shown in figure 18. At the same time a
lot of players might not be familiar with the champion they are playing as which
can increase the amount of chaotic moments even further. URF (Ultra Rapid Fire)
in League of Legends has regular matches take place on the regular map. However
there are game changes. Cooldowns of all abilities are reduced considerably and
their costs are removed entirely, i.e. players can free-fire abilities with little to
no delays and little to no negative consequences. Both ARAM and URF change
game rules in an attempt to maintain a more casual setting while the main game
mode leans more on the competitive side.

To a similar effect games can offer players to change certain game rules and
elements themselves. This way players would ensure themselves a balanced game
experience. Super Smash Bros. Melee let players adjust which items can randomly
appear during a match. Mario Kart 8 features the option for players to adjust
items for races as well. Items can be activated or deactivated completely or only
specific items are used.

Even if developers do not balance the game as much. If players are invested
and intrinsically enjoy the game, they might take it upon themselves to create a
balanced experience in their game by laying down specific rules. In competitive
Super Smash Bros. Melee tournaments for example items are removed completely
and bans certain stages are banned that either favor specific characters heavily or
feature additional random mechanics [Elmezeny and Wimmer, 2015].

So even outside of matches developers have options to deliver fair experiences
to players. More different types of players can then enjoy competitive games at
their own pace. Additionally if players are invested enough, they might balance
the game themselves by enforcing uniform rules.
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Figure 18: The alternative game mode ARAM is shown here which has both teams confront
each other in one narrow lane.
Source: ”Zwag and Heiz and ioki”. (2021). URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmLY0o
dMSAo last accessed on June 12th 2022

2.5 Related Work

This work focuses on creating fair gameplay experiences for as many players as
possible. These processes can either happen during the development or after the
release of the game in the form of patches. There have been approaches to dealing
with these issues which are showcased in the following.

2.5.1 Existing Guidelines for balanced Games

There have been various efforts in trying to pin ascertain the nature of balance
in video games. In ”What is Game Balancing? - An Examination of Concepts”
Alexander Becker and Daniel Görlich collected and analyze various definition ap-
proaches regarding game balancing in an attempt to arrive at a more precise defi-
nition of game balance. While they arrived at no central concepts for a definition,
key aspects that were brought up were ”meaningful decision options, player skill,
and the prevention of dominant strategies” [Becker and Görlich, 2020]. Also in the
process of balancing games approaches diverged with concepts such as feedback
loops. However no clear abstraction of a game balancing process was presented.
Ultimately game balancing is seen as way to support the design goal of fun by
avoiding situations that may interfere. The aspect of perception is discussed as
well because players might perceive a game differently in regards to balance de-
pending on their experiences. [Becker and Görlich, 2020]

Jesse Schell with ”The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses” similarly
offered a collection of balancing types in video games. For example fairness is
brought up as a balancing type where advantages and disadvantages have to be
balanced out so players consider the situations fair. Another balancing type focuses
on meaningful choices and the prevention of dominant strategies. The explanations
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are accompanied by lenses that give insight into different aspects of game balance.
But none of the lenses give strict instructions as to how the balancing must be
done and only offer questions for developers to keep in mind. [Schell, 2019]

2.5.2 Discovering Champion Imbalances in League of Legends

At the time of writing League of Legends features 159 different champions. Making
sure that all champions are balanced across the board and within their played roles
is a crucial task to the development team. With their blog Riot Games opened up
to their community with how they intended to detect champion imbalances and
presented their updated Champion Balance Framework. Previously the develop-
ment team made balance changes specifically for players of the ranks Platinum
and above and ignored players of lower ranks. The Champion Balance Framework
now includes players of all levels of plays and arranges them into four audiences of
play. These are Average Play (players in Gold I and below which are ∼90% of the
player base), Skilled Play (top 10% of players excluding the very top players), Elite
Play (remaining top 0.1% of players) and Professional Play (professional tourna-
ments). For every audience conditions were defined that identify when a champion
in that group of play can be considered overpowered or underpowered which are
illustrated in figure 19.

The deciding factors here are the win rate, average ban rate and pick/ban pres-
ence. Pick/ban presence specifically is more prevalent in the two highest groups
because there are less players and thus less games to analyze which de-emphasizes
win rates. For champion picks to be nerfed they would have to be labeled overpow-
ered in any of the four levels of play. On the other hand buffs are only handed to
a champion when they are considered underpowered in all of the levels of play. To
make these decisions, match data from all regions is compiled globally instead of
region-specific. So regional differences are largely ignored to make changes better
justifiable for all regions across the board. The last call to make changes ultimately
falls down to the developers with their experience and understanding of the player
base. Power creep is further combated with additional nerfs. [Capurro, 2019]

Determining what is most effective and what is lacking is done by third party
websites as well. U.GG offers champion tier lists and statistics shown in figure 20.
Tiers here are determined via an ”algorithm that takes win rate, pick rate, and
weighted ban rate into account to assign the champion to a tier that displays how
effective that champion is at winning in this patch’s meta” [U.GG, nd]. Similarly
champions are arranged in lists differing in regions and skill levels. However here
there are different lists for each of the actual separate ranks instead of aggregations
that represent skill levels.[U.GG, nd]
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Figure 19: Shown here is the champion balance framework for League of Legends which dictates
when a champion pick is classified as overpowered or underpowered depending on the level of
play.
Source: Riot Games. (2019). URL: https://www.leagueoflegends.com/en-us/news/dev/d
ev-balance-framework-update/ last accessed on June 12th

3 Guidelines to Creating Balanced Gameplay Me-

chanics

Balance is among the aspects that developers should address during the develop-
ment process of their competitive multiplayer game. Game mechanics that are
added not only have to fit the context of the game but should further not be
needlessly superior or inferior to existing mechanics. This way the new mechanic
can smoothly add to players’ enjoyment. To that end the following principles lay
the foundation of game balancing. Furthermore a checklist of design questions is
presented that can be directly used in the design process during game development
along with a flowchart that filters out design questions unrelated to the game and
new mechanic with the assumption that the core gameplay mechanics are already
in place.
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Figure 20: Here u.gg’s champion statistcs are shown on the website. More Specifically champions
that were played in the mid lane in Korea and Challenger rank are presented.
Source: u.gg. URL: https://u.gg/lol/mid-lane-tier-list?rank=challenger&region=kr&
patch=12_8 last accessed on June 12th

3.1 Underlying Principles

With balance and fairness being highly dependent on perception it is difficult to
engineer gameplay mechanics with an algorithm. This is why this work instead
proposes principles that should be upheld when new game features and mechanics
are added. Built upon the fundamentals in section 2, the following principles offer
ways to maintain game balance.

Principle 1. Provide players with a healthy amount of options.

To begin with, players should have a plethora of options to experiment with.
This makes games less predictable and thus more exciting to experience. While
harder to balance for developers, players have more ways to deal with problem-
atic situations caused by opponents. When one player confronts another with a
problematic mechanic, the one on the receiving end should be able form a counter-
strategy to retaliate or prevent this situation in the first place. In a way the
game would balance itself as players deal with problematic mechanics themselves
[Rossi, 2017]. The opponent causing this problematic situation on the other end
now has to adapt as well which results in a constant change of different and dif-
ferently used mechanics. Even though the emergence of dominant strategies is
hard to avoid, having a rich selection of game mechanics and options helps di-
versify these dominant strategies in numbers and effectiveness. Fighting games
and MOBAs feature multiple characters with their own abilities and moves while
shooters offer a multitude of firearms to use.

Principle 2. The game should be transparent enough.

Furthermore there has to be transparency regarding the presentation of me-
chanics. Otherwise players might not recognize what exactly they lost to. Losing a
match by itself can be frustrating enough but not knowing what the cause was may
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infuriate players even further. The lack of transparency additionally complicates
players’ process of problem-solving and improvement as the nature of the problem
is unclear. Communicating to players what the cause of a problematic situation
is, can bring players on the right path to improve and reduce their frustrations.
A player that learns from failures and improves upon them can thus be part of
a fair experience. However vital information not being available is often part of
competitive games. Real-time strategy games and MOBAs obscure unknown parts
of the map in the form of the fog of war. Shooters do not always have to show
the positions of enemies. That being said, players are aware of these mechanics
and the dangers they are getting themselves into. This adds excitement but also
lowers frustrations on losses. The effects are clearly shown in figure 21.

Figure 21: This image makes the effect of fog of war clear in the example of League of Legends.
Only parts of the map are visible to the player which at this point is exactly where the player’s
champion is.
Source: Riot Games Technology. (2016). URL: https://technology.riotgames.com/news/st
ory-fog-and-war last accessed on June 12th 2022

Principle 3. The game should be consistent enough.

Consistency is important for players to form sustainable strategies and improve
their own skill, be it in their physical dexterity or knowledge. Randomness on the
other hand creates situations outside of players’ control. The amount of desired
random and consistent mechanics will differ depending on whether the environment
is casual or competitive. Since skill and chance are not mutually exclusive, random
game mechanics can have their place in competitive games so long they do not
interfere with skill being the central requirements to win.

As long as players retain the feeling of accountability, randomness does not
hurt a competitive game’s balance. Faust from the fighting game Guilty Gear
-Strive- can toss a randomly selected item in the air which is unknown to Faust
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Figure 22: This illustration shows the fighting game Guilty Gear -Strive- and the character Faust
on the left throwing a random item. In this case weight is thrown which would deal damage to
his opponent if it hits.
Source: ”GGST FAUST REPLAY”. (2022). URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q6x4
w6D2UGM last accessed on June 12th 2022

and his opponent. These items can either benefit Faust or even hurt him which
adds risk. During the throw Faust ’s opponent can still act normally unless they
were knocked on the ground which is illustrated in figure 22.

Principle 4. The game should feel fair enough.

As elaborated in section 2.3.2, fairness is a crucial aspect regarding the suc-
cess of a competitive multiplayer game but not the most crucial. With dominant
strategies difficulty to get rid off, perfect balance is hard to attain, especially in
an asymmetric game. Fair experience in games hinges on perception of character
strength and dominant strategies which differ between players. So making sure
that all options are viable and unique might be a more worthwhile effort as play-
ers of different skill levels and play styles will come to benefit from that. Minor
imbalances will not hurt the enjoyment of the game.

It is worth mentioning that not holding up any of these principles will not result
in a failure of a game. It ultimately depends on the inherent joy that players
experience while playing the game. And this of course is subjective. Being on
the receiving end of seemingly unfair experiences is tolerated to a certain extend
considering that at one point players will benefit from such unfairness as well.
Marvel vs Capcom 2 showed how players can look past imbalance when they
inherently enjoy playing the game. However a problem arises when not maintaining
any of these principles gets in the way of players’ enjoyment. It will be become a
larger issue for the success and longevity of a competitive multiplayer video game.
So communication between developers and the playerbase would be beneficial to
understand which direction to take in the development of the game.
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3.2 Filtering Flowchart

The design process of a new game mechanic is always accompanied with several
questions and concerns. One such concern is creating a fair video game experience.
To that end a checklist consisting of questions has been constructed to cover aspects
that could influence the balance of the new mechanic in the game.

Preceding that checklist is as a flowchart which designers should work through.
It is meant to filter out entries of the checklist that are irrelevant to the game and
the new mechanic, so designers can balance the new mechanic in their game more
efficiently.

The flowchart itself is divided into two sections. The first focuses on the general
context of the game while the second part revolves around the properties of the
new mechanic.

The flowchart regarding the general context of the game is as follows:

Decision 1. Is this intended way setting for this game more casual or competitive?

The first stage of the game context revolves around the intended setting of the
game. Whether the game is meant to be played more casually or competitively
influences the balancing of the game as a casual game does not necessarily revolve
around players’ skill as much as a competitive game. As a consequence casual
games suffer less from imbalances in the effectiveness of mechanics. This makes
balancing casual games less restricting than competitive games. Nevertheless via-
bility of mechanics should be ensured in both settings as any game can be played
in any setting.

Decision 2. Is the game symmetric or asymmetric?

Whether or not the core game is symmetric or not is further crucial. A sym-
metric game is generally considered to be fundamentally fair as all players have the
same tools at their disposal. This is not necessarily the case in an asymmetrical
game where players choose their own tools. Regardless of the symmetry of a game,
dominant strategies should still be avoided which is where balancing comes into
play.

Decision 3. Does the game require physical dexterity?

Another question deals with the ratio between physical dexterity and knowl-
edge. Physical dexterity relates to the player’s ability to execute required inputs
on the input device. Knowledge of game mechanics and their interactions is impor-
tant to form strategies and adapt to situations. It is worth noting that games will
always require a certain amount of knowledge but necessarily dexterity. A game
that only revolves around knowledge is turn-based. The combination of these two
aspects matters in the balancing process as it influences and is influenced by the
perceived strength of new mechanics and abilities.

Decision 4. How fast is the game? Fast or slow?
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This question is skipped, should the game be turn-based. Continuing, the
general speed of the core game plays a role in the balancing process. A high
game speed requires players to have fast reactions and do precise inputs in short
successions. At the same time strategies have to be decided on and executed on
short notice. During a match the game speed largely depends on how fast players
themselves play. However if the game supports fast play, this will encourage players
to increase the pace of matches in order to gain a competitive edge.

The flowchart continues with questions regarding the newly added mechanic:

Decision 5. Is the new mechanic driven by RNG?

In a competitive game randomness should be kept at a rather low level but can
still be incorporated without violating competitive integrity too much. Designers
should be aware the implications however. In a consistent game an RNG-driven
mechanic can de-emphasize honed skill and turn situations into guessing situations.
Such situations can elevate and diversify a player’s options. Rewards and punish-
ments of this mechanic have to be evened out however to maintain its viability
and strength. A completely consistent mechanic on the other hand is completely
driven by players’ skill and knowledge and follows the regular balancing procedure.
In a casual game randomness can even be encouraged to add more unexpected mo-
ments and spectacle. Of course the game should remain balanced enough to reduce
frustration as much as possible.

Decision 6. How fast is the new mechanic? Fast or slow?

This point would be skipped if the game did not require any physical dexterity
at all. Speed of a mechanic can refer to the wind-up time until it connects and
unleashes its effect(s). The recovery time after the mechanic’s use until players can
use it again can be taken into consideration as well. A mechanic would be consid-
ered slow if those times were rather slow. The speed of the mechanic is closely tied
to the overall speed of the game. Should both roughly align in speed, advantages
and risks that players could experience solely depend on the pure reward that the
mechanic gives at a success. The issue arises when the speed of the game and
the speed of the mechanic considerably differ. These speed differences only can
generate advantages and risks for players that require further considerations in the
balancing process.

Decision 7. How difficult is the mechanic to pick up and use? Easy or hard?

The difficulty of use can further affect how well a mechanic can perform. This
is affected by how much it relies on physical dexterity and knowledge. So a highly
mechanically demanding mechanic could require precise inputs to net results or
require players to be aware of the surrounding situation and possible interactions.
In a stressful situation an easier option may be preferred over a harder one as it is
easier to execute. As a rule of thumb the rewards of a successful use of a mechanic
should be somewhat appropriate to the skill required to not let players’ efforts go
to waste.
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Decision 8. Is the new mechanic universal or optional?

This question is exclusive for asymmetric games since in symmetric games
mechanics are universal by definition. A universal mechanic is generally seen as
fair as everyone has equal access to it while optional mechanics, such as character-
specific abilities, require further balancing efforts. An optional mechanic with an
especially useful and unique function might be detrimental to an asymmetrical
game as other options may not be touched, more so than in a symmetric game.
Either way options across the board have to considered to maintain viability.

Having made all decisions in the flowchart, developers would then be returned
design questions appropriate to the aspects they have selected. The selections in
the first part of the flowchart regarding the context of the game can be saved and
reused for other new mechanics. So developers would only have to go through
the second part of the flowchart for the new mechanic to get their set of design
questions.

3.3 Design Questions

What follows now is a list of questions regarding the design of the new mechanic
in the context of the game. A lot of the questions relate to the aspects of the
game and the new mechanic. So the decisions made prior filter out the questions
unrelated to these aspects. The questions do not feature any answers in order
to leave designers more breathing room to make creative decisions similar to the
lenses in Jesse Schell’s Art of Game Design [Schell, 2019]. In general they revolve
around the allocation of rewards and punishment that players receive when the
use of a mechanic was successful or unsuccessful respectively. Having discussed
these design questions, developers then have to set risks and rewards for their new
mechanic to appropriately fit into the game. The way this list could be used is
during the development cycle of new game mechanics. This applies to the ini-
tial development of the game as well as development procedures after the game’s
release with the creation of new content and mechanics. One development cycle
could consist of the pre-production, the creation of the game design foundation,
the production, the refinement of the structure and formal details of the game me-
chanics, and testing whose results can then be used again for the pre-production
step [Ramadan and Widyani, 2013]. This structure is presented in figure 23. Bal-
ancing efforts are best reserved for the production step where adjustments and
tweaks of mechanics occur [Ramadan and Widyani, 2013].

This is where this checklist would come into play. To determine whether or
not adjustments are needed for a given mechanic this checklist could be used to
provide a smoother decision making procedure. Alternatively the checklist may
be used in the pre-production step prior. A lot of issues regarding balance can be
tracked to purely conceptual aspects of mechanics opposed to raw numbers. Since
the checklist covers conceptual aspects more than pure effectiveness, there is a case
for the checklist to be used to tackle balancing efforts in the initial draft of new
mechanics. This framework would be used in every iteration of the development
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Figure 23: This illustration shows the proposed development cycle by
[Ramadan and Widyani, 2013]. The checklist with the flowchart could be used in the
pre-production or production step.
Source: Jagad Academy. (2020). URL: https://www.jagadacademy.id/2020/12/game-devel
opment-life-cycle-overview.html last accessed on June 12th 2022

cycle. Observations from the Testing phase can affect certain mechanic aspects.
This would lead different decisions in the flowchart which consequently lead to
potentially new questions. This way the balancing process could adapt over the
course of multiple development cycles.

The design questions are follows:

1. When is this mechanic supposed to be used?

2. Why should this mechanic be used?

3. What are general strengths and weaknesses of this mechanic?

4. What does it counter?

5. What is the counter to this mechanic?

These initial questions address general aspects of the new mechanic regardless
of any decisions made in the preceding flowchart. These are aspects that are
ubiquitous in multiplayer games. So they will not be returned or mentioned as
they will have to be covered anyway. These questions revolve around the place that
the mechanic has in the game. As such the intended use, strengths and weakness
as well as counters are highlighted here.

The more situations the mechanic covers the more useful it might be seen and
preferred over alternatives. Then the mechanic might be used as a Swiss knife.
A mechanic that has more strengths than weaknesses or has little to no counters
might be deemed too effective by players.

6. How far can the use of this mechanic be optimized?

Only in a competitive setting this question comes into play. In a pursuit for wins
players will do their best to get the most of their available tools. This mechanic has
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to be balanced to the point that it roughly appropriately rewards player investment
while not overpowering the existing mechanics.

The act of quick scoping in first person shooters refers to the ability to start
aiming down a sniper rifle and firing almost immediately. Normally players would
have to take their time to line up a precise shot and then could be rewarded with
the enemy dropping from that one shot. But players who can quick scope can drop
enemies very fast one after another.

7. Does everyone have a way to deal with this new mechanic?

This question only comes up if the game is designed to be asymmetric. There are
similarities to question 5 and both questions would be identical if the game was
symmetric. This is because if a counter exists, everybody would have equal access
to it by the nature of symmetric games. But in an asymmetric setting that is not
always the case. This could potentially force specific setups and scenarios out of
which certain mechanics are completely excluded as they do not fit in.

The character Zod in the fighting game Injustice has the ability to fire projec-
tiles to deal damage and keep opponents at a distance. Lex Luthor has no way to
safely approach and avoid the lasers making this match-up extremely one-sided.
Zod can simply continuously fire lasers while Lex Luthor cannot get in range to
get any attacks in which is displayed in figure 24.

Figure 24: This image makes the nature of the match-up between Zod on the right and Lex
Luthor on the left clear as the Lex Luthor is kept at a distance he cannot do anything at while
Zod can freely fire projectiles.
Source: ”THUNDERONE”. (2014). URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2EQbHIoyu4
last accessed on June 12th 2022

8. Do players know all the possibilities ahead of time?
How much should be hidden?

9. Do players have influence over the probabilities?
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10. Is there a consistent option that achieves the same?

These questions revolve around randomness. Should the new mechanic rely on
randomness, only the questions 8 - 10 will be returned. Since randomness changes
outcomes outside of players’ control, questions 8 and 9 address the remaining
influence players have. Question 8 deals with transparency. If one side is shown
more about the random selection than the other side, there might be an imbalance
at hand. In a competitive setting question 10 becomes a larger issue because
players will contemplate choosing the consistent alternative depending on the risk
and reward.

Faust from Guilty Gear -Strive- does throw items at random but that does not
steer the core game away from being a one-on-one fighting game.

11. Is there an additional downside to this new mechanic?

12. How are players on the receiving end compensated?

13. Is there an additional advantage to this new mechanic?

14. How are players using this mechanic rewarded?

These questions revolve around the speed of the core game and the new mechanic.
They are generally only relevant when the game requires any mechanical execution
from players. Otherwise game and mechanic speed would not matter. Questions
11 and 12 are returned by the framework if the game itself is rather slow but the
new mechanic is on the fast side. In this case players using this mechanic are at
an advantage over players’ on the receiving end which leads to the two balancing
questions. In the opposite case in which the game is rather fast and the new
mechanic is slow the questions 13 and 14 come into play instead. Players using
the new mechanic would put themselves at a risk as other players would have
enough time to react to the new mechanic and prepare an appropriate counter.

In Tekken 7 every character has access to at least one unblockable move. These
are usually the slowest attack that a character has and can thus be interrupted
by every opponent. But as the name suggests they cannot be blocked and do the
most damage out of all the moves of a character’s movelist.

15. Are there harder alternative mechanics that achieve the same?
If so, how do they differ?

16. Will this mechanic still be used in higher levels of play and why?
If yes, is that fine?

17. Are there easier alternatives that achieve the same?

18. A harder mechanic might add a degree of competitiveness. Is that fine?
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The listed questions here refer to the aspect of the required skill floor of the
new mechanic. Questions 15 and 16 only come into play if the new mechanic is
considered to be easy, i.e have low skill floor. An easy to use mechanic might be
preferred over a harder one as the skill related risks are minimized. This could hurt
the viability of certain mechanics which was a vital aspect of fair game experiences.

On the other hand questions 17 and 18 only have to be discussed if the new
mechanic is designed to be hard. Question 18 additionally would only be discussed
if the game predominantly promotes a casual setting. If a mechanic has a high
skill floor, players’ might have to put in practice in order to use it well. Since this
can be seen as refining a skill, the existence of a harder mechanic in a casual game
may spark a competitive spirit.

Figure 25: This image shows Ryu’s Shoryuken move in Street Fighter 5 which can be used to
catch opponents that try to attack out of the air.
Source: Dashfight. (2020). https://dashfight.com/news/street-fighter-5-ryu-guide-c

ombos\-and-move-list-165 last accessed on June 12th 2022

In Street Fighter 5 Ryu has two options to deal with opponents attacking while
jumping. He can either use a crouching heavy punch or a Shoryuken, depicted in
figure 25. Despite the Shoryuken dealing more damage and knocking opponents
down, the crouching heavy punch is faster and easier to input even if it nets less
damage and does not knock opponents down. A beginner might opt for the easier
option while a more experienced player might use the more damaging but harder to
execute option. This way all players can choose a suitable solution while learning
the game at their pace.

19. Are there particular mechanics that this new mechanic synergizes with?

20. Is it functionally new & unique?

The remaining questions here only apply if the game is asymmetric as optional
mechanics do not exist in symmetric games. Furthermore these questions are only
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used if the new mechanic is optional. Question 19 approaches the topic of synergy.
Part of the strength of a mechanic is its synergy with the other mechanic. Finding
effective combinations is an integral part of asymmetric games. However a me-
chanic might need adjustments if it works well with too many other mechanics.
This might lead to players routinely opting for this mechanic because of its versa-
tility and ignoring alternatives. Question 20 addresses the uniqueness of the new
mechanic. If this new mechanic can achieve something previously not possible,
there has to be balancing efforts to not have it become a standard option.

In League of Legends both Lee Sin and Jax have an ability that lets them
jump to allies. This also includes wards that are items meant to provide vision
on the map. As a result both champions have additional mobility options as long
as they still have a ward in their inventory. This mobility can be used to chase
fleeing down or escape opponents.

Figure 26 shows a possible implementation of the framework in the form of an
spreadsheet. Every column stands for a property along with its possible options.
In the rows all possible combinations of options are laid out along with the corre-
sponding set of questions at the end. In this sheet only the indices of questions are
displayed for a more compact presentation. Alternatively the questions themselves
can be inserted at the end of every row. Options of properties are filtered out until
only one row remains with all the resulting questions in the last column.

Figure 26: This is the checklist with the flowchart in form of a spreadsheet. The flowchart
options can be selected by filtering all combinations. In this example the game is supposed to
be predominantly played in a competitive setting, is asymmetric requires mechanical execution
and is rather fast. With the second part of the flowchart being unfiltered, all possible proposed
questions are shown.

Of course there various other ways to implement this framework. One imple-
mentation could be in form of a web application. With every picked option users
would be presented with the next property until at the end they are shown all
the matching questions to their new game mechanic. For a more visual design
process these questions could be printed on cards as figure 27 exemplifies. After
the decisions have been made these cards can be used for meetings and discussions
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to decide further proceedings in the design process.

3.4 Discussion & Outlook

The proposed framework has designers specify properties of their game and a new
mechanic to filter questions specifically for their case. As with everything there
are aspects to contemplate in order to improve.

Figure 27: This photograph presents an example of a card with design question 3 printed on it.
This card could be then used for meetings to discuss the design direction of the new mechanic.

The framework as a whole is structured in a simple fashion. As a result its
application process is kept simple as well. Users merely tick the options that apply
and receive a checklist of questions that they can further work with. Furthermore
modifications of options is quite straightforward. Properties and possible aspects
can be added and changed, the same goes for the resulting questions.

Here for instance when discussing the speed of the game and the new mechanic
there could be more detailed options to choose from outside of ”fast” and ”slow”.
Regarding the skill floor of the new mechanic ”intermediate” could be a valid
addition to bring more nuance into the design process.

Of course as it stands this framework presents more general aspects of games
mechanics. There is potential in creating more specific flowcharts and questions
for mechanics of specific games and game genres. For example instead of looking
at speed as fast or slow there could be more specific descriptions. In fighting games
ranges of startup frames could be used or in shooters reload time could be used.
In these two genres the decision regarding physical demand would cease to exist
as that requirement can be seen as a given in these games.
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Furthermore it is possible to go beyond just single mechanics. A big variety of
game elements can be addressed as well. This would include elements that contain
multiple mechanics such as new characters with their own sets of moves. The
framework could additionally deal with passive game elements such as equipment
or items which can turn the tides of a match despite never being actively used. It
would not be out of the question to use such a structure for single player games as
well. In this case the difficulty of the AI-controlled opponents would be included
into the discussion.

Not only can it be used during the development of the game but also post-
release when developers are designing additional new content that bring new me-
chanics along with them. Here the first half of the flowchart referring to the general
context of the game, can be reused in its entirety and users can instantly go the
mechanic specific flowchart.

4 Analytic Tool

Over the lifetime of a competitive multiplayer game developers gradually add con-
tent and apply balance changes to the game which are meant to bring changes to
the meta. This work specifically takes a look at the progress leading up to the
creation of balance changes in League of Legends. Specifically the balance of the
game’s champions is examined here. In order to do that, match data from played
matches have to be analyzed. Statistics of how well players performed playing a
champions can then give insight into a champion’s actual and perceived strength.
This section covers two major aspects in this process.

Firstly the collection of match data is covered. This includes how data is ide-
ally collected and how this work’s demonstrator has performed this task. Finally
the analyzing the obtained data is addressed. The analysis of how different cham-
pions perform in played matches would lead to the developers’ decisions to apply
buffs and nerfs to certain champions. Accordingly this work’s proposed demon-
strator analyses the match data and then suggests buffs and nerfs across the cast
of characters.

4.1 Data Collection

In a time when online play in multiplayer games was not as prevalent, developers
were mostly dependent on player feedback in order to make balance changes in
the next version of their game. This has changed as the increasing popularity of
online gaming allowed games to collect match data in databases.

For the sake of this work’s demonstration, such match data from League of
Legends has been extracted. Matches are categorized in one of the 11 regions
they were played in and the average rank of the involved players. Having a suffi-
cient amount of matches accumulated, performance statistics of champions in their
respective roles are then created.
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The collected data originates from matches that were played during Patch 12.8
which ran live from April 27th 2022 to May 11th 2022. The reason why data from
a past patch was chosen opposed to the currently ongoing patch (Patch 12.10 by
the time of writing) is that there is more data to collect. Data from matches prior
to 12.8 were not included to solely analyze the effects of this one patch on the
champion balance of League of Legends.

The extracted types of data are win rates, pick rates and ban rates. All of these
statistics are values within the range of [0, 100] as they are saved as percentages and
are kept unchanged. Each of these statistics refer to a champion that was played
in a specific role, rank and region. The regions that match data was gather from,
are North America, Europe West, Europe Nordic & East, Korea, Oceania, Russia,
Turkey, Brazil, Latin America North, Latin America South and Japan. The ranks
are Iron, Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, Diamond, Master, Grandmaster and
Challenger. Furthermore only games from League of Legends ’ ranked mode were
gathered.

The statistics include win rates showing how often a champion won the matches
they were picked in. This is perhaps the most important statistic as playing a
stronger champion will naturally result in more wins. While the success of a
champion pick also largely depends on player skill, a sufficient amount of data as
well as further statistics should give more insights.

Data from pick-and-ban phases before matches is compiled in the form of
pick rates and ban rates which indicate how often players picked and banned a
champion respectively. A banned champion cannot be picked by either team so
bans are typically reserved for champions that are either considered to be generally
strong or that players individually struggle against. This is why the ban rate gives
information about the perceived strength of a champion. The pick rate is taken
into account to deal with possible outliers. For instance, a champion with a high
win rate and a low pick rate would not be viewed as a high tier pick since that
champion pick cannot be considered to be consistently good yet. The ban rate is
the only statistic that is independent of the selected role a champion was played
in. So a champion that was played in different roles will consistently have the same
ban rate.

There are various resources to get match data from. Riot Games themselves
released the Riot API that allows third parties to extract data from players. How-
ever the API only shows the last 20 matches of a player making it difficult to collect
data from an entire patch. Alternatively developers could even take advantage of
third party applications to refine their own. Along with match data the analysis
results from these third party applications could be used as additional data as
well. It serves as information of what players could consider to be the meta at
that time.

The statistics of the champions have been arranged in different lists for each
region and rank. To each champion the role data was collected for was included.
This means that the same champion in two different roles will be treated as two
different entities. So champions that can be played in different roles, so called
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flex picks, are represented multiple times if they had not been filtered out before.
Differentiating between roles is important since a champion’s performance can vary
depending on where they were played. Depending on a champion’s properties and
the player’s own skill the success and perception of that champion pick in that role
will vary as well. The rank in which a champion was picked is included because
the ranks represent different skill levels. This leads to different champions being
widespread in certain ranks. Champions that produce good results in lower ranks
may be rendered ineffective in higher ranks. Regional differences are respected here
as much as possible. Certain regions may prefer certain play styles over others thus
have a different view on what is effective.

This work’s demonstrator took its data from https://u.gg/lol/tier-list.
The website offers match data from almost all major regions. Data is further
segmented into lists for all the ranks and all the roles. For each champion in a
role u.gg presents win rates, pick rates and ban rates along with the number of
matches that were collected for their analysis. These analysis results are shown in
the form of tiers that champions are categorized in which are not being used here.
Since the site reportedly leverages the Riot API to collect their match data, their
calculated statistics should be reliable enough to make statements about champion
balance. This work is build on data being kept in their original categories as much
as possible which is why u.gg was chosen as the data is kept separated in the lists
of ranks and roles.

The collected data from u.gg with all relevant statistics was finally written
into json files. Each file consisted of match data from one region and one rank.
This lead to a total of 99 files that were now ready for analysis.

4.2 Data Analysis

Imbalance is apparent when certain options become stronger than others. In order
to identify such options, metrics can be used. This work specifically proposes an
analytic tool for League of Legends to assist with that task. Using the collected
data (see section 4.1) the tool determines which champions can be in contention
to be buffed or nerfed judging by their performance in played online matches.
The tool was written in Python and reads the match data that was saved in
json files. The results are presented in the form of separate spreadsheets, one
sheet for champions that could be buffed and another for champions that could be
considered to be nerfed.

In the process of observing trends champion picks are categorized into three
groups at first. The deciding factor that is used here is the win rate. With a win
rate between 49% and 52% champion picks are considered to be in a somewhat
balanced state. These picks are consequently ignored for any further proceedings.
Champion picks that have a win rate higher than 52% are considered to have
performed above average and are possibly in contention to be nerfed. Accordingly
should the win rate be below 49% picks a pick might be in need of buffs as it is
categorized with a below average performance. This work looks at picks within
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the context of their region and the rank they performed in. So one champion in a
certain role could potentially have performed below average in one list and above
average in another.

Additionally champion picks with a pick rate below 0.5% within in a rank
and region are completely sorted out. Picks with pick rates this low are severely
underrepresented in a role. One reason could be that the the champion does not fit
the role at all but was still selected for fun. Such off-role picks only come into play
if they gain more notoriety because of their effectiveness and then their pick rate
would be considerably higher. Another reason sees underrepresented champions
as weak which is why they are rarely selected even in their main role. However
from this statistic alone there is no way to tell what lead to a champion becoming
underrepresented. Thus these picks are generally excluded as they are outside of
the scope of this work.

Using the win rate, pick rate and ban rate of champions in specific roles within
a rank and a region, a score is calculated. The score is calculated as follows:

score = (win rate + 1) ∗ (pick rate) ∗ ((ban rate + 1) ∗ 0.2)

The higher the score the stronger a champion pick in a role performed in a certain
role, rank and region. Champions can conclusively be organized in lists and sorted
by score in descending order with the top ranked entries being the most effective.
The lists are formed by combining all regions with all ranks. This leads to 99 lists
which for the sake of this work are going to be referred to as region-rank lists.
Top champions are therefore the ones that were banned the most because players
feared them, picked the most because players consider them the best to win with,
and simultaneously won the most.

The direct combination of these three aspects is vital. Without the win rate
a pick would not be threatening to begin with. Without looking at the pick rate
high win rates would lose validity as a pick with a high rate alone may be a rare
gimmick that players lose to because of unfamiliarity. Alternatively this can also
be associated with character specialists, also known as ”one-trick ponies”, that
exclusively play one character. To further counteract this the ban rate is needed.

The +1 term for the win rate and ban rate is added specifically for determining
underwhelming lower tier picks that could be in need of buffs. If any of these
statistics were to be zero -which for a low tier pick is very much possible-, this would
automatically set the score to zero. Explanatory power would be lost that could
be beneficial in determining underperforming champions. This is not necessary for
the pick rate as champions with a pick rate below 0.5 are sorted out to begin with.

The 0.2 factor is included to reduce the impact of the ban rate. Strong Cham-
pions are most of the time banned for one or more specific roles but never all roles.
In their intended and thus main role they will perform better than in an off-role
they are not intended for. Of course players have the freedom to play champions in
whatever role they want. But should champions perform poorly in off-roles which
would not necessarily come as a surprise, this will be reflected negatively in the
statistics even if the champion is considered top tier in their main role(s). Thus
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the impact of the ban rate was reduced to deal with off-role picks. Despite this,
the score for champions in off-roles could still be high which would warrant further
investigation.

Having now sorted champion picks with their scores in the lists as exemplified
in figure 28, the next task would be to determine which entries in the list only
slightly performed above/below average and which dominated or struggled the
most. This largely depends on how the threshold dividing the two groups is defined.
One option would be to calculate the average score in every list. Using this list-
dependent average score all entries above/below will be sorted out leaving only
the relevant entries of champions that performed well above and below average.

Figure 28: This spreadsheet shows the scores with the statistics for all champion-role combina-
tions that performed way above average in Korea and Challenger.

After the sorting process the data now consists of multiple lists of different top
champion picks within a region and rank with an example shown in . However
balance changes to champions cannot be made separately for regions and ranks
but instead have to be applied for all players across the board. This data has to be
combined into two final lists one for top champions and one for bottom champions.
To that end for every combination of champions and roles the number of lists they
appeared in, are counted separately for underperforming and overperforming picks
and inserted into the appropriate final list. Since the same combination can have
varying scores in different lists, a majority vote is utilized. Going through the
entries of the final lists, the number of votes there is subtracted by the number of
votes in the other final list. If the resulting number is positive, the entry remains in
the list otherwise it is removed. As a result champion-role combinations can only
be underperforming, overperforming or average, i.e a combination is only present
in one of the two final lists or not at all. This way there is a unified presentation
while regional and rank differences are simultaneously respected.

Having done the categorizations of the champion picks, the results are now
written into separate spreadsheets, one for overperforming champions and one for
underperforming champions. One entry corresponds to a row consisting of the
champion, an associated role and the number of votes that champion received.
Sorting the entries in the top tier sheet by the number of votes in descending
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order for instance, shows designers champions that performed considerably above
average in the most amount of lists. Analogously in the low tier sheet the pick
with the most votes would be the one that considerably performed below average
in the most lists.

This tool is meant to assist designers to make justifiable decisions when bal-
ancing champions. Thus the results of this tool should be seen more as suggestions
than definitive facts. With perception being among the most vital aspects regard-
ing game balance, the views of experts and the community are essential when it
comes to making changes in the game.

4.3 Results

The analysis tool was applied on the match data from the League of Legends during
the life time of patch 12.8. The resulting spreadsheets illustrate champion picks
that have performed extremely well above or below average in a positive number
of lists. In the spreadsheets each entry of champion, role and number of votes is
presented in each row. For the sake of evaluation these results are compared to the
champion balance changes that Riot Games ultimately decided on for patch 12.9.
As Riot Games uses their own framework for determining which champions should
be buffed or nerfed (see 2.5.2) differences and correlations between this work’s
results and Riot Games’ decisions can spark further discussions and potentially
open up new perspectives in regards to champion balancing.

Looking at the two resulting spreadsheets in section 2.5.2, the one representing
top tier picks contains 52 entries while the spreadsheet with low tier picks contains
325 entries. It is also worth noting that the spreadsheet for the low tier picks
included a higher number of votes as well. This can be seen by comparing the
top entries with the highest number of votes of both the high tier and low tier
spreadsheet. In the high tier spreadsheet Renata Glasc had an overall 33 votes
while in the low tier spreadsheet Aphelios received a number of 86 votes.

In terms of champion balance Riot Games used their balance framework (see
section 2.5.2) to determine that the following champions needed changes: The mid
laner Ahri, the junglers Master Yi, Nidalee and Rengar, the support Renata Glasc
and the top laner Sion were purely targeted with nerfs. On the other hand the
champions Braum, Hecarim, Renekton, Thresh and Varus received general buffs.
Furthermore Olaf, Taliyah and Pyke received adjustments that were not intended
to affect the champions’ overall strength but instead shift their playstyle into what
the developers envision. [Riot Games, 2022b]

The figures 29a and 29b illustrate the entries of champion-role combinations
with their number of votes that performed way above average while figure 30
shows the champion-role combinations that performed way below average along
with their number of votes.

The green marks indicate matches between the analysis tool’s output and the
champion balancing decisions made by Riot Games in patch 12.9 which are sum-
marized in figure 31. Out of the champions that were nerfed by Riot Games, Ahri,
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Master Yi, Rengar and Renata Glasc appeared in the spreadsheet of overperform-
ing champions in their respective roles. Sorting the entries by the number of votes
in descending order also showed that these champion picks were in the top 15
entries in regards to vote numbers. In the case of champions who received buffs in
patch 12.9, all these champions also appeared in the corresponding spreadsheet.
Having sorted the entries by their votes again, these underwhelming champion
were all found among the top 30 of entries in terms of vote numbers.

(a) (b)

Figure 29: These two figures present the considerably overperforming champion-role combina-
tions that this work’s analysis tool produced.

Additionally it should be noted that Nidalee and Rengar, both junglers who
were affected by nerfs in patch 12.9 because of their apparent strength, were only
present in the spreadsheet of underperforming champions. In both cases there
appeared more often in lists in which these two champions as junglers underper-
formed than in lists in which they overperformed.

To sum up, similarities and differences can be generally observed between this
work’s analysis tool and Riot Games’ champion balancing decisions.

4.4 Discussion & Outlook

Using the output of this analysis tool designers can validate their own suspicions
and the community feedback. Potentially new emerging champion trends can
be observed before they become omnipresent in the metagame, be it positive or
negative.

Looking at figure 29a, several similarities between the tool’s results and patch
12.9 balancing decisions can be seen. This shows the tool’s capability to capture
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Figure 30: This figure illustrates considerably underperforming champion-role combinations that
this work’s analysis tool produced. The green markings show champion picks that were buffed
by Riot Games in the 12.9 patch of League of Legends.

champion picks that can be considered to be nerfed or buffed. In the case of the
spreadsheet about champion picks that performed way above average, picks with
the highest number of votes are the ones that are perceived to be very effective
to most ranks and regions. However also champion picks with a low number of
votes can be taken into consideration here as they show champions that perform
incredibly well even if it is not in that many regions and ranks. This kind of
observation is only possible because match data are kept separate in regards to
regions.

Making such observations is largely the similar for the champion picks that
performed way below average as it can be seen in figure 30. However when looking
at entries of champions with fewer votes there are aspects that make it more
challenging. The reason is that a large portion of the champions with low numbers
of votes are not necessarily inherently weak. But instead these could be off-role
picks that players decided to play on a whim. Judging champion strength off of
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this would not be beneficial as a champion in its main intended role might still be
very much effective.

The champion Ahri for instance appeared in both spreadsheets in two different
roles. As a mid laner she was appeared in the spreadsheet for well above average
performing champions and received 27 votes in that regard. But as a support she
appeared in the spreadsheet for well below average performing champions where
she received 5 votes. Due to her effectiveness in her main role, the mid lane, she
was ultimately nerfed [Riot Games, 2022b]. So it comes down to developers to
filter out entries of champions with a low number of votes that were played in
an off-role. Overall however the resulting spreadsheet can still be used to find
champion picks that may be in need of buffs while also seeing how much more
champion picks have struggled compared to others by looking at the number of
votes.

Comparing the results of the analysis tool to the contents Riot Games’ patch
12.9, glaring differences are visible. Especially seen in figure 30, none of the 10
champion picks that had the highest number of votes was ultimately buffed by Riot
Games in patch 12.9. A lot of this difference can be attributed to Riot Games using
a different framework. This is especially apparent in regards to higher ranks where
Riot Games’ balance framework only looks at the pick/ban presence of a champion
pick. Additionally the data used also comes into play as this work did not include
professionally played matches while Riot Games’ balance framework did.

Furthermore patches in League of Legends tend to affect only a small fraction of
champions. In turn new patches are released regularly often in two week intervals.
So there could be cases in which the developers hold back in order to confirm their
suspicions that a certain champion is indeed in need of buffs or nerfs despite the
data which could have been the case here.

Additionally the appearance of a champion pick in one of the two lists does not
mean it is necessarily in need of buffs or nerfs. As explained in section 2.3.3, the
context and outside factors around an option being perceived as strong or weak
come into play here as well. For example while learning a champion with a higher
skill floor, i.e. a champion that is harder to pick up and requires more practice,
players might not see positive results immediately which will impact the statistics
of a champion. Ultimately this is where community feedback and expert opinions
have to come in to make informed decisions.

Taking a look at the original match data, the number of played matches can
vary drastically depending on the rank and region. For instance, in the challenger
rank of the Japanese server only a total of 16 matches played were played during
patch 12.8. This limits the explanatory power of the data in figuring out strong
and weak champion picks.

To address such issues the tool can be modified in various ways. Starting with
the score calculation, the factors of win rate, pick rate and ban rate can further
be weighted. Riot Games’ balance framework for instance completely disregards
win rate when observing the top 0.1% of the player base. A similar notion could
be applied here as well by weighting the influence of the win rate. Furthermore
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Figure 31: This shows all champions that were affected by buffs and nerfs in patch 12.9 in League
of Legends
Source: [Riot Games, 2022b]

one could enforce a different score calculation depending on various factors such as
rank. This is possible because the scores only matter within the separate region-
rank lists.

Alternatively a different score threshold instead of lists’ own averages can be
used to differentiate between champion picks that are slightly above or below
average and considerably above or below average respectively. For example there
would be fixed score thresholds. These could give scores more explanatory power
as a champion-role combination can be categorized in its perceived strength more
uniformly should that be more desirable. Off-role champion picks could also be
filtered out by choosing a suitable threshold. These could be universally enforced
in all region-ranked lists across the board or different threshold values could be
utilized, e.g. for different ranks. Future efforts could go into determining threshold
values to achieve suitable results without having to additional filtering work.

In this work only games that were played in the ranked mode were analyzed.
But this could very well be extended to normal mode. The champions that are
played in both modes are the same without any modifications to their abilities or
combat statistics. The setting in normal games is different to ranked games since
there are less stakes with players not climbing ranks in normal mode. But even
there imbalances can cause frustrating experiences. So analyzing match data from
normal games or even additional modes can be considered.

Overall this work’s analysis tool produces results not only with similarities to
Riot Games’ balancing decisions but also with differences. As a result balancing
champions remains a multi-faceted issues that can be approached in different ways.
This work shows how separating match data in regards to their played in region
can produce helpful results when looking for imbalances in champion strengths.
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5 Conclusion

This work’s intention is to propose frameworks that assist game developers in
balancing their competitive multiplayer games. The center aspect is maintaining a
fair game experience. Upholding a fair experience for players includes maintaining
viability of necessary game mechanics and different options and preventing the
feeling of hopelessness when losing while not letting games become stale. To
achieve this two different frameworks were proposed.

At first a checklist of design questions was proposed for the design of new
game mechanics. Preceding the checklist is a flowchart that designers go through
to filter out unrelated questions about their game and new game mechanic. The
questions then cover the relevant aspects of competitive and casual multiplayer
games. Since game mechanics can be quite multi-faceted, there are no definitive
rules, i.e. there are no definitive answers. However there are implications of how
particular mechanics can affect the balance and perceived fairness of a game. So
covering the questions is meant to aid designers in review and confirm or reconsider
their design decision on a new mechanic in regards to game balance. This checklist
can be used during the development cycle multiple times again to rethink and refine
design decisions regarding a particular mechanic.

Additionally this work proposes an analysis tool for the champion balance in
League of Legends. This tool returns two spreadsheets that include champion picks
in specific roles that performed well above or well below average respectively while
patch 12.8 was live. These spreadsheets are meant to be combined with experts’
opinions and the community’s feedback to make informed decision as to how to
fix champion imbalances in the game. This tool differs from Riot Games’ balance
framework by not maintaining global lists of statistics of champion picks but in-
stead having the data remain within the context of their region. This way regional
trends can be observed. Furthermore a score system is utilized uniformly across a
ranks that combines win rates, pick rates and ban rates while Riot Games’ balance
framework considers different statistics depending on the ranks. Both matches and
differences between this tool’s results and the actual subsequent changes of League
of Legends in patch 12.9 were observed.

Both proposed frameworks are built on simple foundations. This was done to
support quick modifications and additions to the frameworks. While they both
focus on balancing efforts, they are used at different points in the development
process. The checklist is meant to be used during the design process of mechan-
ics while the analysis tool is meant to fix imbalances of existing champions and
their mechanics. It is important to note that both frameworks also do not return
conclusive rules and demands. Instead they are meant to assist game designers
in making meaningful and informed decisions to ultimately create and maintain
balanced and fair game experiences for all players involved.
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